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Note to the Secretary-General
Meeting with the Conference of Presidents of
Major Jewish Organizations

You last met the Conference of Presidents on 17 April, the
day before the Qana bombing. At that meeting, the group defended
Israel's on-going operation in Lebano n as defensive action
against Hizbollah. Members of the group were critical of the
Van Kappen inquiry which you submittBd , to the Security Council.
The Conference of Presidents is openly supportive of
Israel's Prime Minister. Mr. Netanyahu was the featured speaker
at their 40th anniversary celebration in September, and received
several standing ovations from more than 1,000 guests.
(Vice
President Gore and Jack Kemp were also present.)
You might wish to inform them that you have had telephone
contacts with President Weizman and Prime Minister Netanyahu.
You were scheduled to meet Foreign Minister Levy in early October
but he returned to Israel abruptly after his speech to the
General Assembly (following the tunnel incident).
Issues of concern to the Conference of Presidents are:

( 1)

"Anti-Israeli" resolutions.
Last year 26 resolutions
concerning the Middle East were adopted by the General
Ass e mbl y. Only one was "positive" about the peace process.
Most were oppo sed by US and Israel. This year, the language
of the resolutions is expected to be tougher because of the
lack of progress in the negotiations. On 28 September, the
Security Council adopted resolution 1073 expressing concern
about the Israe li-Palestinian clashes which followed the
tunnel incident.
(The USA abstained.)

(2)'

Israel's "isolation" at the United Nations. The Conference
of Presidents objects to the fact that Israel is not a
member of a regional group and therefore cannot be elected
as a member of Security Council, ECOSOC, etc. This is a
decision for Member States.
For your part, you have made
strong efforts to improve relations between Israel and the
UN, encouraging them to participate in electoral assistance
and peacekeeping, in the work of the Economic Commission for
Europe (until they can become a member of ESCWA), and other
UN activities. Israel supports the UN's economic and social
programmes which assist the Palestinians.
Israel's
relations with UNDP, UNRWA and the (former) Special
Coordinator in the Occupied Territories are also excellent.

(3)

Divisions within the Secretariat which promote Palestinian
rights.
The Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable
Rights of the Palestinian People and the Special Committee
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to Monitor Israeli Practices are anathema to the Conference
of Presidents. Their activities cost $6 million per year.
You have tried twice to redeploy posts from the Secretariat
divisions which service these committees, and each time you
were overruled by the ACABQ.
(4)

Israelis Missing in Action.
There are four missing
servicemen (Navigator Arad, and three soldiers - Baumel,
Katz and Feldman -- who were captured in a tank battle in
Lebanon in 1982). You recently met again with the family of
Ron Arad, and have met the oth.~r , families previously. You
and Benon Sevan are doing all you · can in a quiet way to
ascertain the whereabouts of these four men.

(5)

Terrorism. You may wish to refer to your recent speech at
Harvard and your participation in the Sharm El-Sheik Summit
Conference.
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Lisa Buttenneim
30 October 1996
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31 October 1996

Opening Remarks

•

Thank you all very much for coming. I know that it is not easy for
your delegation to gather on short notice. I deeply appreciate your
responsiveness.
... '1fi: .,:

•

I wanted to consult with you because of the article about me in
yesterday's Wall Street Journal. I am sure you have seen it by now.

•

It is factually wrong. Totally wrong.
I am sure that the writer knew it was false when he wrote it. I am
sure the editors knew it was false when they published it.

•

I was horrified when I read it. So I wanted above all to say to you,
· face to face, that this is a lie. I have never done -- nor would I ever do
-- what this article accuse me of doing.

•

But I would not have asked to see you only about this attack on me.

•

I am deeply concerned about the underlying message of this article.

•

What it seems to say is that Farrakhan's message of anti-semitism is
internationally attractive -- and that associating with it can bring
political benefits.

~

The idea that I -- despite my record on inter-faith dialogue, despite my
close friends in Israel, despite my wife's Jewish roots -- would actively
seek the support of those attracted to Farrakhan's message would
seem absurd on its face. Yet here in the Wall Street Journal such a
thing is asserted shamelessly.

•

This article make it seem that anti-semitism is a politically attractive
force internationally.

•

I want to tell you that I do not agree. We must never let down our
guard against anti-semitism. This Wall Street Journal article exalts
Farrakhan and anti-semitism. I am sickened by it.

•

That is why I am seeking your counsel today.

,.

....

Why are people so viciously attacking you ?

•

Actually they are not -- except in the United States. Elsewhere, all
around the world, I find understanding and increasing support for the
United Nations and for me personally.

•

I do not understand the motivation of those who make these attacks.
Reliable polls say that over 70 percent of Americans support the
United Nations. And whenever I go in America, I have been warmly
welcomed .

•

So it appears to be the work of small groups of activists, on both sides
of the political spectrum. For various reasons, they seem to find it
useful to spread lies about the United Nations and to denounce me.

•

Perhaps you can analyze this for me and help me understand. Other
countries are puzzled and perplexed by these American attacks, as
I am.

J
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TALKING POINTS
FOR
Delegation of the Conference of Presidents
of Major Jewish Organizations

Wednesday, 17 April, 1996
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OK By: RG

BRIEFING NOTE FOR THE SECRETARY-GENERAL'S
MEETING WITH A DELEGATION OF THE
CONFERENCE OF PRESIDENTS OF MAJOR AMERICAN JEWISH ORGANISATIONS
1.

Israeli-Palestinian negotiations

Islamic fundamentalists's suicide bombings in Israel in
February-March have seriously threatened the peace process. Prime
Minister Peres conditioned the continuation of the negotiations
on the Palestinian Authority's success in ending these attacks.
Partial army redeployment from Hebron, that was scheduled to take
place in March in accordance with the peace agreements, has been
postponed. Redeployment from areas c (sparsely-populated areas)
is likely to be postponed. The final status negotiations, set to
start in May 1996, have been put off until the Palestinian
covenant that calls for the destruction of Israel has been
amended, in accordance with the peace agreements. The Palestinian
National Council is expected to meet on 22 April in Gaza City to
consider the appropriate changes in the charter.
As a result of the attacks, on 25 February Israel imposed a
tight closure on the West Bank and Gaza, which is believed likely
to be maintained until after the 29 May Israeli elections. This
measure, which is costing the Palestinian economy about $4.5
million a day, has raised unemployment to 70 percent and created
serious economic hardship.
Chairman Arafat was asked to provide an immediate response
to Israeli security requests. Approximately 700 Islamic militants
mainly from the Hamas military wing, the al-Qassam brigades, and
from the Islamic Jihad, have been arrested by the Palestinian
Authority. Several hundred Palestinians, believed to be Hamas'
supporters, have also been arrested by Israeli security forces.
Although the Palestinian police have arrested 11 out of the 13
most wanted Islamic militants from a list handed to it by Israel,
two leaders of the al-Qassam brigades, Mohammad Dief and Yehiya
al-Ghul, are still at large. Demolition of houses belonging to
the families of the suicide bombers and other strict measures,
considered an effective deterrent by Israel and viewed by the
Palestinians as an unfair collective punishment, could feed
resentment and further violence.
However, the situation is expected to improve slightly. A
partial lifting of the closure has allowed the transportation of
some food, medicine and medical care. In recent days, Israel has
started to allow in 7,000 workers from Gaza. In addition, the
United States announced a six-point emergency economic plan which
calls, inter-alia, for the partial opening of the closure to
allow in supplies and for the creation of employment-related
programs. A special committee meeting of donor countries, that
took place in Brussels on 12 April, outlined emergency job
creation for Palestinians, and the strategy to mobilize the

..
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necessary resources. Finally, Mr. Peres is to meet Mr. Arafat at
the end of the week for the first time since the wave of suicide
bombings.
2.

Follow-up of the summit of Peacemakers

A follow-up conference to the Sharm al-Sheikh Summit was
held in Washington on 28 March. The participants discussed
technical aspects of how to fight Middle East terrorism by
information-sharing and law enforcement cooperation and measures
to identify sources financing terrorist groups. The
recommendations for an anti-terrorism policy are to be discussed
by the foreign ministers of the participant countries of the
Sharm al-Sheikh summit during a meeting in Luxembourg on 22
April.
3•

Negotiations with Syria and the Lebanese crisis

The third round of Israeli-Syrian talks, due to resume at
the end of February in Maryland, have been indefinitely postponed
as a result of the bombings in Israel. Despite United States'
request, Syria failed to condemn the attacks and only the head of
the Syrian negotiating team censured the bombings.
In recent weeks, as diplomatic pressure was exerted on Iran
for its alleged support of terrorist groups, military tension
increased in southern Lebanon. On 10 April, Hizbollah guerrillas
rained rockets on northern Israel, apparently in response to a
road blast that killed one teenage but in which Israel denied any
role. The attacks, considered by Israel as a violation of the
1993 agreement of understanding in which both sides refrain from
attacking civilians, has prompted a massive Israeli retaliation
campaign, the "Operation Grapes of Wrath", that, for the first
time in 14 years, reached suburban Beirut. The seven-day
confrontation has, so far, caused 31 deaths, mostly civilians,
and the displacement of 400 ooo people in Lebanon while more than
47 people were injured in Israel by Hizbollah rockets. No
immediate cease fire is envisaged, although there has been a
great deal of diplomatic activity on the part of the United
States, France and others.
4.
Security council meetings in the situation of the Occupied
Arab Territories and Lebanon
The recent developments in the region prompted the Arab
group to request two meetings of the Security Council on 15
April. More than thirty delegations made declarations but no
official position by the Security Council was made. During the
debate on the Palestinian situation, a number of countries,
including Japan, Morocco, Norway and the United States
particularly emphasized the duty of the international community

• y '•
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to help the Palestinian Authority cope with the sensitive
economic and social conditions in the West Bank and Gaza.
5.

Israeli elections

On 29 May, Israel will hold elections for the Knesset and,
for the first time, direct elections for Prime Minister. Although
it is too soon to predict the result, the latest opinion poll
gives Mr. Peres 51 percent of the vote and 45 percent for the
opposition leader, Mr. Netanyahu. According to political
analysts, the outcome of the elections will be determined by some
as-yet undecided 30 percent of the electorate.
6.

Holocaust Remembrance Day

On 16 April, the Holocaust Remembrance Day was observed in
Israel and among the Jewish communities around the world.

Maria-Luisa Loredo
Associate Political Affairs Officer

Ci~,\(. ., ..-~ ."-fJ,;:_,'(_ u...., ____ _
Linda Perkin
Officer-in-Charge
West Asia Division/ DPA
17 April 1996

TALKING POINTS
FOR
Delegation of the Leadership
of the Anti-Defamation League
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BRIEFING NOTE FOR THE SECRETARY-GENERAL'S
MEETING WITH A DELEGATION F·ROM THE ANTI-DEFAMATION
LEAGUE OF B'NAI B'RITH

The Middle East Peace Process

1.
The suicide bombings carried out by Islamic fundamentalists
in Israel in February and March have seriously threatened the
peace process. Prime Minister Peres conditioned the continuation
of the negotiations to the Palestinian Authority's success in
ending these attacks. Partial army redeployment from Hebron,
that was scheduled to take place in March, in accordance with the
peace agreements, has been postponed.
It has been reported that
the redeployment and the final status negotiations set to start
in May of 1996, have been put off until it is clear that the
Palestinian covenant that calls for the destruction of Israel
will be amended.
Prime Minister Peres announced that he would
hold a referendum before signing the final peace agreement with
the Palestinian Authority, which would include permanent borders,
Palestinian statehood and the future of Jerusalem. The
negotiations between Israel and Syria have been also indefinitely
postponed.
2.
As the result of these attacks, on 25 February Israel
imposed a tight closure of the West Bank and Gaza which is
believed will be maintained until after the 29 May Israeli
elections. This measure that is costing the Palestinian economy
about $6 million a day has raised unemployment to 70 percent and
has created serious economic hardship for the poorest segments of
the Palestinian population. A partial lifting has allowed the
transportation of some food, medicine and medical care. The
situation is expected to improve slightly since Israel has
announced that approximately 3 , 000 Palestinians labourers (over
the age of 45), out of 70,000, would soon be allowed to cross
into Israel.
In addition, the United States announced a sixpoint emergency economic plan for the Palestinians that calls,
inter-alia, for the partial opening of the closure to allow in
supplies and for the creation of employment-related programs. A
special committee meeting of international donors is to take
place in Brussels on 12 April to examine the economic needs of
the Palestinians and ways to m8et those needs.
3.
Mr. Arafat was asked to provide an immediate response to
Israeli security requests. Approximately 600 Islamic militants,
among them leaders of the Hamas military wing and the Islamic
Jihad have been arrested by the Palestinian Authority. However,
the arrest of the commander of the Hamas military wing,
considered a priority by Israel, is still pending.
In addition,
in recent days more that 300 Palestinian students, believed to be
Hamas' supporters, have been arrested by Israeli security forces
at Ramallah's Bir Zeit Un i versity.
Demolition of houses

.
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belonging to the families of the suicide bombers and other strict
measures, considered an effective deterrent by the Israelis and
viewed by the Palestinians as unfair collective punishment, could
feed resentment and further violence.
4.
The Summit of Peacemakers convened by Egypt and the U.S.A.
in Sharm Al-Sheikh on 13 March 1996 agreed on the following
objectives: to support the Middle East peace process, to promote
security and stability in the region and to combat acts of terror
on bilateral, regional and international levels. The conference
was attended by representative of 27 countries, including 13 Arab
Heads of State and Foreign Ministers. A follow-up working group
attended by experts from 29 countries took place in Washington at
the end of March. The participants discussed technical aspects
on how to fight Middle East terrorism by information-sharing and
law enforcement cooperation and discussed measures to identify
sources that finance terrori . t groups. The working-group also
studied the need to extradite suspects and the improvement of
border controls.
Its recommendations will be discussed at the
foreign ministers level at a meeting scheduled for mid-April.

Telma Abascal l" A
Senior Political Affairs Officer

:7;,/ '
Raymond S¢mmereyns
Director, West Asia ni.vision/DPA
4 April 1996
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TALKING POINTS ON INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM

Terrorism has become a global phenomenon, as terrorists often receive support from abroad,
in particular arms, funding and training. No country is immune from this scourge.
Terrorism therefore requires a global response. The United Nations system has been engaged
in efforts to combat international terrorism almost since its inception.
The commitment of the members of the Organization to the fight against terrorism has been
affirmed at the highest level: at the first-ever Security Council Summit Meeting in 1992 and
also at the Special Commemorative Session for the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Organization
last year.
At a more concrete level, the General Assembly adopted in 1994 by consensus the
Declaration on Measures to Eliminate Jnternational Terrorism, which unequivocally condemns
terrorism in all its forms and charactenzes it as unjustifiable and as a grave violation of the
purposes and principles of the United Nations. The Declaration requires States to fulfil a
number of obligations in this field, in particular to refrain from organizing and assisting in
any way the perpetration of terrorist acts and to cooperate in the prevention and repression of
terrorism. As for the Secretary-General, he has been requested to take the following practical
measures:
(a)
to collect data on the status and implementation uf existing multilateral,
regional and bilateral agreements relating to international terrorism;
(b)
to prepare a compendium of national laws and regulations on the subject;
(c)
to prepare an analytical review of existing international legal instruments
relating to international terrorism; and
(d)
to review existing possibilities within the United Nations system for assisting
States in organizing workshops and training courses on combating international
terrorism.
In addition, the United Nations system has been developing a legal framework for the
preve:::bn of terrorism and the punishment of terrorists. Thus, a numb .... of multilateral
conventions have been adopted by the General Assembly, the International Civil Aviation
Organization, the International Maritime Organization and the International Atomic Energy
Agency to deal with specific terrorist acts, in particular terrorist acts directed against civil
aviation and maritime navigation and against internationally protected persons, as well as
hostage-taking and the use of nuclear material and plastic explosives for terrorist purposes.
Most of these instruments embody the extradite or prosecute rule aimed at preventing
terrorists from finding a safe haven and contain provisions on the obligations of States to
cooperate in combating terrorism, in particular through exchange of information and judicial
assistance.
The United Nations is ready to continue and strengthen its efforts in this field and to serve as
the forum for global mobilization against the scourge of terrorism.

NOTE ON INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM AND THE UNITED NATIONS
/

1.
The item regarding international terrorism ·Nas first placed on the agenda of the Sixth
Committee of the General Assembly in 1972, at the initiative of the Secretary-General. It
became quickly apparent that States were divided on how to address the problem. Among the
most controversial issues were the question whether or not the definition of terrorism included
acts by national liberation movements; the question of State terrorism; and whether more
emphasis should be put on practical measures to prevent international terrorism or on the
study of its underlying causes.
2.
The Ad Hoc Committee on International Terrorism established by the General
Assembly in 1972, was not able to resolve these fundamental differences, but adopted a set of
recommendations, focusing in particular on the legal obligations of States and on measures
for international cooperation, which have become the basis of subsequent General Assembly
resolutions oa the matter.
3.
In 1987, controversy in the Sixth Committee reached new dimensions, following the
proposal by Syria that an international conference be convened, under the auspices of the
United Nations, to define terrorism and to differentiate it from the struggle of peoples for
national liberation. This proposal encountered the opposition of a number of States,
particularly from the Western Group , which have always favoured instead a practical sectoral
approach to the question of terrorism .
4.
Such sectoral approach has led to the adoption of a number of multilateral conventions
by the General Assembly, the International Civil Aviation Organization, the International
Maritime Organization and the International Atomic Energy Agency regarding the prevention
and suppression of specific terrorist acts, in particular terrorist acts directed against civil
aviation and maritime navigation and against internationally protected persons, as well as
hostage-taking and the use of certain substances or devices for terrorist purposes. These
instruments generally embody the extradite or prosecute rule and contain provisions on the
obligations of States to cooperate in the prevention and suppression of terrorism, in particular
through exchange of information and judicial assistance.

5.
At the s ~curity Council summit meeting of 31 January 1992, the "members of the
Council express[ ed] their deep concern over acts of international terrorism and emphasiz[ ed]
the need for the international community to deal effectively with such acts."
6.
Developments on the international scene, in particular the Middle East peace process,
have further led, in 1994, to the adoption by the General Assembly of the Declaration on
Measures to Eliminate International Terrorism (resolution 49/60) by consensus. The
Declaration unequivocally condemns all acts, methods and practices of terrorism and
characterizes them as a grave violation of the purposes and principles of the United Nations.
It further states that terrorist acts "are in any circumstance unjustifiable, whatever the
consideration of a political , philosophical , ideological , racial , ethnic, religious or of any other
nature that may be invoked to justify them."
7.
It also affirms a number of obligations of States in this field: to refrain from
organizing, instigating, assisting in or otherwise condoning, terrorist acts; to take measures to
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ensure that their territories are not used for the preparation or organization of such acts; to
ensure the apprehension and prosecution or extradition of alleged terrorists; to endeavour to
conclude bilateral, regional and multilateral agreements to that effect; to cooperate in
exchanging relevant information concerning the prevention and combating of terrorism; to
take all steps necessary to implement existing international instruments to which they are
parties; and to take appropriate measures to ensure that asylum seekers have not engaged in
terrorist activities and that the refugee status is not abused for the purposes of terrorism.
8.
States are further encouraged to enhance their cooperation in the fight against
terrorism; to review the scope of existing international legal provisions with the aim of
ensuring that there is a comprehensive legal framework for combating terrorism; and, if they
have not yet done so, to consider becoming parties to relevant international instruments.
9.
Moreover, the United Nations system of organizations and other international
organizations and bodies are called upon to make every effort to promote measures to combat
and eliminate terrorism. The Secretary-General is requested, in particular, to take the
following practical measures: to collect data on the status and implementation of existing
multilateral, regional and bilateral agreements relating to international terrorism; to prepare a
compendium of national laws and regulations on the subject; to prepare an analytical review
of existing international legal instruments relating to international terrorism; and to review
existing possibilities within the United Nations system for assisting States in organizing
workshops and training courses on combating international terrorism. The Secretary-General
submitted a report on the practical modalities for carrying out such tasks within existing
resources at the fiftieth session of the General Assembly (A/50/372 and Add. I) and will now
initiate their implementation.
10.
At its fiftieth session, the General Assembly on(.e more condemned all actli, methods
and practices of terrorism as criminal and unjustifiable (resolution 50/53). Moreover, the
Declaration on the Occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the United Nations of 24 October
1995, stressed, inter alia, the determination of States to "[ajct together to defeat the threats to
States and people posed by terrorism , in all its forms and manifestations".
11.
It must also be noted that the Security Council has on two occasions requested the
States where alleged terrorists were present, namely the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya in the case
of the bombing of Pan Am flight 103 and UT A flight 772 and the Sudan in the case of the
assassination attempt on the life of President Mubarak of Egypt, to comply with extradition
requests from other countries (respectively resolutions 731 (1992) and 1044 (1996)). In the
former instance, the Security Council further adopted sanctions against the Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya for not complying with its decision (resolution 748 (1992)). The Security
Council has also condemned specific acts of terrorism, e.g. , the terrorist attacks in Jerusalem
on 3 March 1996 and in Tel Aviv on 4 March 1996 (statement by the President of the
Council to the media, S/PRST /1996/ 10).
12.
The statement issued on 13 March 1996 at the Summit of Peacemakers held in Sharm
El-Sheik called for measures to be taken for the promotion of international cooperation in the
fight against terrorism . The United Nations is fully participating in this process.

Confidential

Note to the Secretary-General
Subject:

Sharm el-Sheikh Follow-up Meeting in Washington
March 28-29, 1996

You will reca1i that on 13 March 1996 the Co-Chairman of the "Summit of
Peacemakers" signed the attached statement (Annex 1).
At your request, I participated in the llH:~eting in Washington on 28 and 29 March

1996. The meeting was held according to the attached agenda (Annex 2). It was
attended by 28 delegations including the United Nations delegation.
The meeting was opened by Secretary of State Warren Christopher, who
announced that an emergency plan to boost the economy in the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip was to be launched immediately and that he had been in touch the same day with
Yasser Arafat, Shimon Peres and Gro Harlem Brundtland. It was later announced that the
Ad Hoc Liaison Committee chaired by Ms. Brundtland was to meet informally in Brussels
on 12 April 1996.
The meeting, which was held in State Department, was chaired by Mr. Robert H.
Pelletreau, Assistant Secretary for the Ne1r Eastern Affairs, and A.,-,bassador Philip C.
Wilcox, Jr., Co-ordinator for Counterterrorism. On 28 March, there was a plenary
debate in which almost all delegations took the floor. General support for the Sharm elSheikh document was expressed, although there was some discussion about the agenda.
prefer to inform you in person about that matter.
I took the floor as an observer as the last speaker in the general debate. In a short
statement, I made reference to your participation in the Sharm el-Sheikh meeting and
mentioned your deep commitment to the Middle East process and to the efforts to

-
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combat terrorism. I highlighted the distinct role which the United Nations have in this
latter context. In particular, I made reference to the 1 1 treaties adopted and also to the
Declaration on Measures to Eliminate International Terrorism adopted by the General
Assembly on 9 December 1994 (resolution 49/60). In particular, I emphasized the role
o; the .:>1xth Committee and the coordinating role of the Office of Legal Affairs. i drew
attention to your closing remarks at the Sharm el-Sheikh meeting, where you said that the
United Nations is ready to serve the cause to defeat terrorism and stands ready to serve
as a mechanism for mobilization on a global scale. I quoted your final note: "The United
Nations awaits your instructions" .
The opening statements by the Palestinian Authority, the European Union, and
Canada are attached as Annexes 3 - 5.
On 29 March, most of the work was done in four Sub-Groups, but as it appears
from the agenda there was also a Plenary Follow-up discussion. I participated in the first
Sub-Group which discussecj Improving Information Sharing. At 1 1 a.m., I joined the
'---,.

.

~

Plenary Follow-up Discussion. The latter was mainly devoted to a general discussion of
the f ·.uation of the Palestinians, and the Head of the Palestinian delegation made a very
emotional statement explaining the difficulties they experienced in Gaza and on the West
Bank. "!"!;e last speaker in this debate was the Israeli delegate who resp0nded by
describing the difficulties that the Israelis faced. However, there was no animosity. There
was, on the other hand, general concern as to how the repressive measures which the
Israeli had deemed necessary, referred to in the debate as "collective punishment", could
be lifted in order to ease the burdens of the Palestinians. In the closing plenary Mr.
Pelletreau informed participants that the U.S. delegation would elaborate on a document
containing recommendations based on the discussions in the Sub-Groups and in the
plenaries. In the last session, I once again drew particular attention to the Declaration on

I
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Measures to Eliminate International Terrorism. Since that document was adopted by the
General Assembly by consensus, I stressed the importance of referring to it in the coming
recommendations. I suggested the following language, which might be included in the
recommendations:
II

urges all Member States to promote and implement in good faith and
effectively the provisions of the Declaration on Measures to Eliminate
International Terrorism, annexed to General Assembly resolution 49 / 60 of
9 December 1994;

II

encourages all Member States of tl,c United Nations to provide to the
United Nations copies of national laws and regulations (in English or French
or with the summary in either of these languages) regarding the prevention
and suppression of international terrorism in all its forms and manifestations,
as foreseen in paragraph 10 of the said Declaration.

11

The U.S. delegation will communicate draft recommendations within a few days.
It is doubtful whe~:.er the meeting of the Ministers can be held within 30 days of 13
March, as indicated in the Sharm el-Sheikh Declaration. However, since the meeting of
the Ad Hoc Coordinating Committee will be held in Brussels on I 2 April, I think that
momentum is still observed. A possible date mentioned for the meeting of the Ministers
was 22 April, but it remains to be seen which date will eventually be chosen.
To sum up, the meeting was held in the spirit of Sharm el-Sheikh and I think it is
fair to say that delegations succeeded in addressing even-handedly the various aspects of
the statement by the co-chairmen of that meeting. Since I participated only in one of the
Sub-Groups, it is difficult for me to fully assess the practical outcome of the work,

-
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although in the final plenary there were brief presentations of the work of the groups.
One thing was clear among participants: information sharing in this field is extremely

/
sensitive and it is not feasible to create a central data base for counterterrorisrn purposes. /1
Rather, the participating delegations indicated that they were prepared to share

,

informadon with others, but on a bi-lateral or tri-lateral basis.
I have some doubts whether the Americans will be able to come up with a
document which can be finalized directly by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs. In my
opinion, it would be wise to have a meeting at the immediate level below for a day or
two before the Ministers' Meeting in order to finalize the recommendations. It is
important that the recommendations are seen as a clear demonstration of support for the
results from the Sharm el-Sheikh meeting.
Personally, I intend to discuss the material from the meeting with some of my
- '--..__

.,co~@~orators -~~ ~-~~--if we can identify practical contributions to the efforts contemplated.
However, the main responsibility rests with governments, and I certainly do not foresee a
role for the United Nations as keeper of some kind of centralized information system for
counterterrorism purposes; States would simply not share such sensitive information with
an international organization. However, there might be some areas where we could
contribute on the basis of our general mandate in the Declaration mentioned above.
* * *
For the record, I attach "The Peacemakers Working Group - A Palestinian
Response" and "Law Enforcement and Inter-Agency Cooperation" (a paper submitted by

C
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Canada), as Annexes 6 and 7, as well as proposals from the following delegations:

Algeria

Annex 8

European Union

Annex 9

Jordan

Annex 10

Tunisia

Annex 11

United Kingdom

Annex 12

The list of delegates is attached (Annex 13).

Hans Corell
1 April 1996

(

cc: Mr. Roy Lee
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TALKING POINTS
FOR
Dr. Harris Schoenberg, Director
B'NAI BRITH INTERNATIONAL

Monday, 27 March, 1995

4.00 p.m.

OK By: CG

TALKING POINTS FOR THE SECRETARY-GENERAL'S MEETING WITH
DR. HARRIS SCHOENBERG, DIRECTOR OF B'NAI BRITH INTERNATIONAL
ON 27 MARCH 1995
1.

Peace Process

•

Express the hope that peace talks between Israel
and the PLO will continue to evolve constructively
to meet the target date of 1 July 1995

for

expanding the self-rule to the West Bank.

•

Express satisfaction at the resumption of talks
between Israel and Syria and hope that they will
eventu ally lead to an agreement acceptable to both
sides .

2.

Role and Status of NGOs at the UN.
•

Recall that the UN is an Organization of States
but that thr o u gh t he NGOs presence the

r o l e of

civil society is emphas i zed .

•

Ap preciate

how

NGOs

serve as a consc i ence and

an a ctive p r opo nent of various issues s uch as
Human Ri g hts.

•

View the r o l e o f NGOs

as a partner representing a

conduit of in f o rmation between the UN and the
concerns in the f i eld.

•

Note that ECOSOC is currently reviewing the status
of NGOs but that NGO's will be able to make an
input in the debate that will take place in May
1995 .

'

•

Express appreciation for the important NGO network
that has been mobilized to organize the UN's 50th
Anniversary.

•

Encourage -the active role that NGO's have played
at various summits, such as Vienna in 1993 and at
Copenhagen in 1995 and hope they will continue to
do so at the Beijing conference.

•

Elicit his counterpart's views on the prospects of
Jewish-Arab conciliation and cooperation and . the
role that NGO's can play in this process.

~j~~~
Telma Abascal/Nathania Verlaque
West Asia Division/DPA

Raymond S~eyns
DirectoTeI
West Asia Division/DPA
23 March, 1995

BACKGROUND NOTE
B'NAI B'RITH INTERNATIONAL

The Organization
B'nai B'rith International is the world's oldest and largest
Jewish service organization, founded in 1843 in New York with the
aim of establishing a new fraternal order for American Jews.
It
has a membership of 500,000 Jewish men and women, including
youths. One of the main concerns of B'nai B'rith is the
preservation of Jewish tradition and values.
It offers
religious, cultural, civic and social programs for teenagers,
Jewish students and faculty members for some 400 college campuses
in 12 countries. Among the affiliate organizations or
associations commissioned by it is the Anti-Defamation League of
B'nai B'rith.
International Dimension

One of its new programme areas is the B'nai B'rith Center
for International Governmental and Israel Affairs (IGIA), a
programme to increase B'nai B'rith involvement in world affairs.
IGIA is aimed at unifying Jews through advocacy and activism.
It
monitors and analyzes political and social issues world-wide.
status at the UN

The B'nai B'rith International Council is on the Roster of
ECOSOC by virtue of its consultative status with other United
Nations bodies , in this case, it is affiliated through UNESCO.
status of NGOs at the UN

Relations between the United Nations and NGOs are presently
governed by resolution 1296 (XLIV) of 23 February 1968. Arising
out of the Rio Conference on Sustainable Development, the ECOSOC
has prepared for consideration a draft which appears to affect
some of the privileges accorded to NGOs.
In its draft, the
ECOSOC is putting national, regional and international NGOs on
the same footing, restricts the circulation of NGO documents and
requires that NGOs form constituencies to speak at the plenary
sessions instead of speaking individually.
Dr. Harris Schoenberg

Dr. Harris Schoenberg is both the Director of B'Nai B'rith
International and of the UN office at B'nai B'rith. He has been
active at the United Nations on issues such as the repeal of the
UN resolution which equated zionism with racism.
The Secretary-General has previously met with Dr. Schoenberg
i n February 1994 and February 1993, at the Conferences of
Presidents of Major Jewish Organizations held at the UN.

,

--·
Note to the Secretary-General
Meeting with the World Jewish Congress

Mr. Edgar Bronfman (President), and Mr. Israel Singer
(Secretary-General), are calling on you for several reasons.
The
first two, which are the primary reason for their visit, wou1,_d
not be announced to the press:

----

1.
Waldheim's attendance at the UN 's fifti e th annive r sary
celebrations.
They are disturbed J::2y _reports~ _t_bat a "deal" has
allegeaTy been agreed between you and Mr. Waldheim, namely that
you would send him an invitation to UN Headquarters and he would
decline.
However, they don't believe that Waldheim would honour
such a deal, and would use the invitation to show up under any
circumstances.

2.
Their concerns are compounded by the Repub lican sweep
through the US Congress.
They wa nt to give y ou a n assessment o f
the Republican Senators and Congres·smen who will hold key
Committee positions (Foreign Affairs, Appropriations) that will
affect support for the United Nations. Traditionally, Republican
hardliners like Jesse Helms have maintained close connections
with the Likud and its sympathizers in the American Jewish
community. These people still find every excuse to attack the
UN, including resolutions that continue to be adopted by the
General Assembly on the Question of Palestine and the Situation
in the Middle East. An invitation to Waldheim would be seized
upon by these anti-UN elements.

3.
The Middle East peace p rocess.
They have just returned
from the region and would like to compare notes with you.
4.
The Muslim-Jewish-Christian trialogue. Mr. Bronfman
wants to bring you up to date on the refurbished synagogue in
Cairo, as well as his recent contacts with Muslim and Christian
leaders.

For your information, the World Jewish Congress is very
active in its capacity as Treasurer of the Coordinat ing Commi tte e
of Non-Governmental Organizations (CONGO) accredited to the
United Nations. You may wish to commend Mr. Bronfman on this
role.
Also, ever since the Zionism-is-Racism resolution was
rescinded, he has advocated support for the United Nations among
Jewish groups worldwide who still distrust the Organization.

L.t~~
Lisa Buttenheim
17 November 1994
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TALKING POINTS
SUBJECT:

MEETING OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL WITH MR. LESTER
POLLACK, CHAIRMAN, CONFERENCE OF PRESIDENTS OF MAJOR
AMERICAN JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS.~/

The peace process
The Secretary-General may wish to:
exchange views with Mr. Pollack on the current
developments with regard to the negotiations between Israel and
the PLO on the implementation of the Declaration of Principles;
discuss a possible role for the United Nations in the
implementation of the agreement, as envisaged in the report of
the task force, and express the readiness of the Organization to
assist the two parties if they so desire;
exchange views on developments in the other tracks.
The recently adjourned round in Washington between Israel, Syria,
Lebanon and Jordan, which is supposed to be resumed on 15
February 1994, was reported by Syrians as not having achieved
much progress.
Developments in the United Nations
Given the interest of the Presidents Conference in Israel's
position in the United Nations, Mr. Pollack is likely to bring up
recent developments in the General Assembly involving the Middle
East.
The Secretary-General may wish to:
refer to the resolution "The Middle East Peace Process"
introduced for the first time this year, which was supported by
the Presidents Conference, as an example of the changing climate
in the General Assembly (adopted by 155 votes in favour) toward
Israel;
point out that the prevailing trend during this year's
General Assembly was that the positive developments in the Middle
East peace process should be recognized and encouraged, although
main issues still remain to be addressed and solved. The
language of resolutions was toned down and a number of paragraphs
which were viewed as biased or hostile by Israel, were dropped;
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express his satisfaction at Israel's admission in the
Committee on Information and his hope that Israel will soon join
one of the regional groupings.

JOC-J.
James o.c. Jonah
7 February 1994

Background Note
THE CONFERENCE OF PRESIDENTS OF MAJOR AMERICAN
JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS

The Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish
Organizations is an umbrella body of the 49 major American Jewish
organizations. The purpose of the Presidents Conference is to
strengthen the American-Israeli alliance and to protect and
enhance the security and dignity of Jewish people outside the
United States.
The organization was officially established in 1959. In
1966, the Presidents' Conference decided to establish and
maintain ongoing contacts with Jewish communities overseas and
with World Jewish bodies. Today, it is recognized as an
effective instrument of American Jewry in developing consensus
for collective action and for enhancing the work of its member
organizations to ensure the safety of Jews overseas, and to
assist Israel in its efforts to achieve a just and lasting peace.
The Presidents Conference's activities vis-a-vis the United
Nations have focussed on campaigning to reverse the resolution
equating Zionism with racism; to gain full access to materials
stored in the UN War Crimes Commission Archives; and to combat
efforts to expel Israel from the UN and its agencies. Recently,
the Presidents Conference worked behind the scenes with the
American delegation in drafting the "positive" resolution on the
Middle East and is currently trying to get Israel to be admitted
in one of the regional groupings.

PROFILE
LESTER POLLACK CHAIRMAN
CONFERENCE OF PRESIDENTS OF MAJOR AMERICAN JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS
Mr. Pollack was born in New York in 1933. He received a
B.S. Degree from Brooklyn College and an LLB Degree from New York
University of Law in 1957.
Mr. Pollack was elected Chairman of the Presidents
Conference in January 1993. He has very extensive philanthropic
affiliations, past and present. His current positions include:
member of the Board of Trustees of New York University, Chairman
of the Budget Committee of the New York University Law Center
Foundation, Chairman of the International Affairs Committee of
the Anti-Defamation League and member of the Executive Committee
of AIPAC. He is the founding Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer of the Center for Middle East Research.
Mr. Pollack's current business affiliations include: General
Partner of Lazard Freres & Co.; Senior Managing Director of
Corporate Partners, L.P. and Chief Executive Officer of Centre
Partners, L.P.
Mr. Pollack serves in the Board of Directors of Broad Inc.,
Kaufman & Broad Home Corporation, Loews Corporation, Paramount
Communications, Inc., Polaroid Corporation, Transco Energy
Company and Tidewater, Inc.
Mr. Pollack has lectured at the New York University Law
School, the Center for Study of Financial Institutions, the
University of Pennsylvania, the Harvard Business School and the
American Bar Association. He has received the Vanderbilt Medal
and the Alumni Achievement Award from New York University and the
Scopus Award from the American Friends of Hebrew University.

PROFILE
MALCOLM I. HOENLEIN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND EXECUTIVE VICE-CHAIRMAN
CONFERENCE OF PRESIDENTS OF MAJOR AMERICAN JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS
Mr. Hoenlein has a B.A. in Political Science from Temple
University. He has a Master's Degree from the University of
Pennsylvania's Department of International Relations. A National
Defense Fellow in the University's Near East Center, Mr. Hoenlein
taught International Relations in the Political science
Department and served as a Middle East Specialist at the Foreign
Research Institute.
Mr. Hoenlein was appointed Executive Director of the
Presidents Conference in June 1986. In November 1992, he was
elected Executive Vice-Chairman. Prior to that, he served as the
founding Executive Director of the Jewish Community Relations
Council of Greater New York.
Mr. Hoenlein has written and lectured widely on
international relations, Israel and Middle East affairs, Soviet
and World Jewry, the American Jewish community and political
affairs. He has received numerous awards and honours including
the 1983 Private Sector Initiative Award from President Reagan,
the 1987 Jack D. Weiler Award for Jewish Communal Service, and
the 1990 Defender of Jerusalem Award.

TALKING POINTS
PALESTINIAN DEPORTEES and the MIDDLE EAST PEACE PROCESS

Mr. Edgar Bronfman
President of the World Jewish Congress

1.

The main topics of the meeting are expected to be the

Palestinians deported by Israel in December 1992 and the Middle
East peace talks.

In the Israeli spectrum of politics,

Mr. Bronfman is positioned more on Foreign Minister Shimon Peres'
line than on Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin's line.

2.

The Secretary-General may wish to review recent developments

concerning the deportees and the peace talks, including:
►

the agreement, reached by the Security Council in informal
consultations, on talking points for a meeting between the
President of the Council and the Permanent Representative of
Israel (affirming Security Council resolution 799 (1992);
acknowledging the Israeli compromise offer; urging further
steps; and stressing the importance of the peace talks)

►

US Secretary of State Warren Christopher's trip to the
region (possible invitation to the parties for a new round
of talks in April; no solution of the deportee issue)

3•

In this context, the Secretary-General may wish to inform

Mr. Bronfman:
►

the Israeli offer of 1 February 1993 does not constitute
full compliance with resolution 799 (1992) and further steps
are necessary

.
-

►

2 -

the matter is in the hands of the Security Council and has
not yet been removed from the Council's agenda

4.

The Secretary-General may wish to ask Mr. Bronfrnan:

1) for

his assessment of the situation based on his close contacts with
Israeli and US decision-makers; and 2) whether he believes there
is any basis for hope that Israel will take further steps to
assist in the resumption of the peace talks.
The Secretary-General may also wish to inquire whether Mr.
Bronfman and the World Jewish Congress intend to undertake any
further initiative in this regard.

James O. c. Jonah
25 February 1993

,
TALKING POINTS
Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations
2 February 1992
The main topic of the meeting is expected to be the
situation of the Palestinians deported by Israel in December
1992.

For the most part, American Jewish groups have been

critical of your report because it did not acknowledge the danger
posed to Israelis (and Palestinians) by Hamas and Islamic Jihad.
There was a perception that the report was unbalanced, and that a
"double standard" against Israel continues at the UN.

· (Many

letters to this effect have been received; many other letters
have praised the report, however.)
1.

In light of the "deal" announced yesterday by Secretary of

State Christopher and Prime Minister Rabin concerning the return
of 100 deportees in exchange for a veto on sanctions, you may
wish to say:

"If Mr. Rabin had accepted my own proposal concerning the
return of 100 deportees, I would not have issued the same report.
Instead, I would have submitted a letter or interim report
informing the Council of this positive development, which would
have been perceived as the beginning of a process towards
implementation of resolution 799.
Regrettably, Mr. Rabin did not accept my proposal.

His only

favourable response was his willingness to resume discussions
·following the Supreme Court decision, a fact which was reflected
in my report.
Now that the issue is before the Security Council, there is
nothing more to add.

I have submitted my report, and, as a

matter of principle, until the Council takes up the matter, it
would be inappropriate for me to say anything further.

That

said, I continue to hope that the matter will be resolved soon
and that the peace process will be resumed."

2. Timing of the report on resolution 799
You may wish to point out that you did not rush your report
to the Security Council, but on the contrary left ample time and
opportunity to find a solution.
sent three missions to the area.

over a period of five weeks, you
You also spoke personally

several times with Prime Minister Rabin and Foreign Minister
Peres.

You did everything possible to try to help Israel find a

face-saving way to comply with resolution 799.

It should be

recalled that the resolution was adopted unanimously.
3. Establishment of a "monitoring mechanism"
If objections are voiced about the ,report's reference to a
1

monitoring mechanism in the occup.ied territories, you ' may wish to
elaborate.

Despite the clear mandate in resolution 681 (which

requests the Secretary-General to "monitor and observe the
situation of Palestinians under occupation" and to report to the
Security Council every four months). you have never submitted
such a report nor taken steps to implement the mandate.

The mass

deportations --which were only the most recent of a series of
violations of the Fourth Geneva Convention--

caused deep

distress to all Palestinians in the territories.

It was only

natural to refer in the report to an earlier. unanimous
resolution giving a specific mandate on safety and protection.
4. "Double Standard"
You may wish to explain that there have been numerous
.expressions of concern that the UN is not even-handed in pressing
for compliance with Security Council resolutions.

If the Jewish

representatives make the comparison with the expulsion of
hundreds of thousands of Palestinians from Kuwait. you may wish
to note that the Palestinian deportees have been expelled from
their homeland.

Moreover, Palestinians in the occupied

territories are protected by the Fourth Geneva Convention, which
explicitly opposes deportation.

5. Israel - UN relations
More generally, you may wish to reiterate your commitment to
continuing improvement in Israel-UN relations.

You might refer

to the multilateral peace talks, to which you have appointed
Ambassador Gharekhan as your Representative. · Israel has also
been invited to submit candidates to participate as civilian
observers in peace-keepi ng operations and elections supervised by
the UN.

Furthermore, you may wish to reassure the delegation

that you share their concern over the fate of the Israelis
missing in action in Lebanon and that you continue to pursue
quiet diplomacy in this regard.

#

ANNEX

Timetable of Events

16 December 1992: Israel decides to deport more than
400 Palestinians
17 December 1992: The eighth round of bilateral talks ends
without agreement on a new date
18 December 1992: Secco adopts unanimously resolution 799
27 - 30 Dec 1992: USG Jonah travels to the region
4 January 1993

: The Secretary-General informs Secco that
USG Jonah's mission was unsucce ssful

7 - 12 Jan 1993

USG Gharekhan travels to Israel

13 January 1993 : The Secretary-General meets Foreign Minister
Peres in Paris
14 January 1993

The Secretary-General speaks twice with
Prime Minister Rabin over the telephone

19 - 22 Jan 1993: USG Gharekhan travels again to Israel
25 January 1993 : The Secretary-General reports to Secco

